Chair Airline AG is seeking for

Deputy Nominated Person Flight Operations (DNPFO)
to join our dynamic team.
The Zurich based headquarters with over 140 employees in cabin, cockpit and office are working together to
connect Zurich with vacation destinations around Mediterranean. Take a seat and fly.

Tasks and Responsibilities









Supporting the NPFO in his function, duties and responsibilities. In the absence of the NPFO, the DNPFO
takes over the function, duties and responsibilities, as well as the power and authority of the NPFO
Ensuring that flight operation is conducted in compliance with regulatory requirements and internal
policies, procedures and standards
Ensuring safe and efficient operation of all aircraft operated in the company fleet
Developing, implementing and maintaining policies, procedures, standards and processes within the flight
operations department
Developing, implementing and maintaining operations efficiency measures
Managing and supervising outsourced services in the area of flight operations
Conducting additional tasks and projects appointed by the NPFO
Performing flight duties on the Chair Airlines A320 family aircraft (approximately 50%)

Requirements












Valid A320 Type Rating
Practical experience and expertise in the application of aviation safety standards and safe operating
practices
Management experience and expertise in flight operations, preferably in a comparable organization
Comprehensive knowledge of the applicable EU safety regulations and associated requirements and
procedures
Profound knowledge of aviation management systems
Entrepreneurial thinking and acting
High social competence, credibility and conflict ability
High sense of responsibility and trustworthiness
Open mindset and target oriented
Excellent communication skills
Sound knowledge of German and English language

This attractive but challenging position inside our organization offers you an international working environment
with openness to new ideas, which already have been well proven in practice. Creativeness leading to success within
this role is welcoming. The competitive salary and fringe benefits build on candidate needs does roundup the
position.
If you wish to apply for this role, please send your CV directly to fly@chair.ch.

